
 
 

Anti-Corrosive ● Anti-Rust ● Anti-Mold/Mildew ● With Permanent ESD Properties 

Intercept Shrinkfilm™ 
 

Static Intercept Shrinkfilm™:  
Protection: A reactive barrier safe for all materials providing oil and volatile free long-term corrosion protection, mold / mildew 
protection in a format that is safe for indoor or outdoor storage due to industry leading UV protection 
Appearance: Dark brown inner layer (Intercept) and High UV White Outer Layer 
Style: Bags, Shrouds, Rolls (stock rolls & sizes listed below) 
Expected Corrosion Protection Term: 4-10 Years; multiple years of protection based on material style, gauge, and aggressive 
environment level exposure 
Description: Proven effective in demanding applications around the globe, enabling outdoor storage of equipment, stamping dies, 
parts, etc. Qualified at leading energy companies and extensive military and automotive applications 
 
Note! The CF after the part # means the film is center folded (only folded one time, the roll will be as long as ½ the film width) 
           The G after the part # means the film is gusseted (has several folds and the roll length will be approx 4½ ft long) 

Size in feet Part # Price 

12' x 250' x 4mil SIS-12-250-4CF Call for price 

12' x 200' x 6mil SIS-12-200-6CF Call for price 

14' x 200' x 6mil SIS-14-200-6CF Call for price 

14' x 150' x 7mil SIS-14-150-7G Call for price 

14' x 150' x 8mil SIS-14-150-8G Call for price 

17' x 150' x 7mil SIS-17-150-8G Call for price 

20' x 150' x 7mil SIS-20-150-7G Call for price 

20' x 150' x 8mil SIS-20-150-7G Call for price 

Corrosion Intercept™: 
Style: Bags, Shrouds, Film, Sheets, Coated Paper and Corrugated, Saturated Foam  
Expected Corrosion Protection Term: 2-3 Years; multiple years of protection based on material style, gauge, and aggressive 
environment level exposure 
Environment: Excellent; #4 recyclable, reusable, low carbon footprint 
Description: Corrosion Intercept® (CI) has the more recognizable Copper color, but it is designed for lighter corrosion duties than 
Static Intercept®. CI is the preferred choice for museum, archival, and consumer applications. CI is volatile free, safe, clean 
protection. 
 
Note! The CF after the part # means the film is center folded (only folded one time, the roll will be as long as ½ the film width) 
           The G after the part # means the film is gusseted (has several folds and the roll length will be approx 4½ ft long) 

Size in feet Part # Price 

12' x 200'  x 6mil CI2-12-200-6CF Call for price 

14' x 200'  x 6mil CI2-14-200-6CF Call for price 

14' x 150'  x 6mil CI2-14-150-6G Call for price 

   

Custom Intercept Bag 
We will make any size and any quantity Intercept bags from 1-bag  to 1,000 000+ bags 

...simply better protection 

Incorporated 
FPM 
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